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Computer Chatter
By Larry F. Kalinowski

Here's some speculation worth repeating: Last year's
Perseid meteor shower produced a storm that approached a rate of 350 meteors per hour for a brief
period, according to some estimates from Japanese observers.
The explanation is the source of the meteor swarm, Comet
Swift-Tuttle, is about to approach perihelion after being lost for
130 years. This year's maximum could even be much higher,
even though it happens a day before full Moon. The Earth
could pass through the main body of the meteor swarm if the
comet has arrived.
By the time you read this, Comet Shoemaker-Levy
(1991a1) will have passed the optimum observing period, but it
should still make an interesting object for observing during the
last part of July and even into August. A supposedly sixth magnitude object around July 12, it should be an easy target, even
for city-dwellers.
Hewlett-Packard is producing a 1.3-inch hard drive, code
named Kittyhawk, for its next generation of palm-top computers. It's supposed to have a capacity of about 21 megabytes.
Add Zeos and Gateway to the list of companies IBM is
trying to buy into. Whether IBM will succeed is another story.
It looks as though IBM is very serious about acquiring a bigger
desktop / home computer market. All this after all the denials
they made a few years back, saying the home computer market
was nowhere.
For the last 10 years, most computers not made by IBM
were called "IBM clones" or "IBM compatibles." The story has
turned now as IBM is trying to copy them. It seems IBM can't
produce a computer within the popular price ranges available in
mail order catalogs. Non-IBM computers now dominate 60
percent of the desktop market.
If you're interested in a demo disk about VistaPro, the
latest graphics program to show you views of Mars's surface and
Mount S1. Helens, I'll bring the disk to the next computer
meeting. The demo disk requires 800 x 600 super VGA with
256 colors if you want to take a copy home. The full program
allows you to create your own views of the surfaces of planets.
However, the views of Valles Marineris require a separate disk
available for $80.00.
Did you get a look through the six-inch apochromatic
refractor that Paul Strong set up for display during the May

Macomb club meeting? The new telescope belongs to the college. The view of Jupiter at 225x was something to behold. We
were treated to a view of one of the moon's shadow on the surface of the planet that evening. Ripples and festoons in the
main belts stood out like sore thumbs. It's a remarkable instrument, well worth taking another look through,... and then another.
Guess what?! I've been forced to use a Macintosh at work.
Everyone in our department is supposed to learn to use a Macintosh IIci, System Seven computer with eight megabytes of
memory and an 80 megabyte hard drive. My mouse finger has
become hyperactive with all the clicking I've been doing. My
favorite Mac program at the moment is MacDraw.
If you were waiting for me to show up at the last computer
meeting, I'm sorry I disappointed you. I had to rush off to Tennessee because of a death in the family.
The next meeting of the computer group will be on July
23. Clear skies.


Star Party at the
Hawthorn Hollow
Observing Site
Saturday, August 1, 1992
9:00 p.m. - 8:00 a.m.
All club members and their guests who wish to attend
are welcome provided they notify either Bob Halsall or Jeff
Bondono by July 26. If you don't have a map to Hawthorn
Hollow or the Hawthorn Hollow Site Rules, please ask Jeff
for them. If the weather looks poor on the day of the star
party, call Jeff at 731-4706 to find out whether or not the star
party will be held. There will be a recorded message if Jeff is
not home.
Hope to see you there!
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Disclaimer: The articles presented herein represent the opinions of their authors and are not necessarily the opinions of the Warren Astronomical Society or this editor.
The observatory is owned and operated by the Society in
conjunction with Rotary International. Located on the grounds of
Camp Rotary on 29 Mile Road, 1.8 miles east of Romeo Plank
Road, Stargate features a 12.5 inch f/17 club-built Cassegrainian
telescope under a steel dome. The observatory is open to all club
members in accordance to the "Stargate Observatory Rules:' Those
wishing to use the observatory must call the Observatory Chairperson (2nd Vice President) by 7:00 p.m. on the evening of the session.

General meeting on first Thursdays:
Cranbrook Institute of Science
500 Lone Pine Road
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan

Among the many benefits of membership are:
• Discount magazine subscriptions:
Astronomy
$16.00
Sky and Telescope
$18.00

The WASP is the official monthly publication of the Society.
Each new issue of the WASP is made available at the Macomb
meeting on the third Thursday. Non-members will be charged $1.00
for each new issue. Back issues, when available, are free. Requests
by other clubs to receive the WASP and other correspondence
should be addressed to the editor.
Articles for inclusion in the WASP are strongly encouraged
and should be submitted to the editor on or before the first Thursday
of each month. For further information on contribution, see the
"Instructions for Authors" box on page 4 of Volume 23, Number 5.

(12 monthly issues)
(12 monthly issues)

Free copy of each WASP newsletter.
Free use of Stargate Observatory.
Special interest subgroups. (See subgroup chairpersons.)
Call list - don't miss unexpected events.
Free membership in Astronomical League.
Free copy of Reflector (Astronomical League newsletter).
Free use of W.A.S. library. (See Librarian.)
Rental telescopes. (See Observatory Chairperson.)

The Society maintains a library of astronomy-related books
and periodicals at the Macomb County Community College meeting
room. See the Librarian for rules or to check out a book.

SUBGROUPS

Special interest subgroups exist for those interested in specialized areas of astronomy. Contact the chairperson of each subgroup
for more information on that group.
Computers:
Larry Kalinowski
Cosmology:
Mike O'Dowd
Deep Sky:
Doug Bock
Lunar / Planetary:
Alan Rothenberg
Solar:
Ed Cressman
Telescope making:
Jim Houser

CALL LIST

The Call List is a list of people who wish to be alerted of
spectacular and unexpected astronomical events. Anyone who notices such an event calls the next person on the call list. That person in
turn calls the next person, etc. A call list member can restrict callings to certain available times. Any Society member is welcome to
join the call list.
To join the call list, please notify Marty Kunz at

Send membership applications and dues to:
Ed Cressman
30540 Pierce Road
Southfield, Michigan 48076
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NASA Spacelinks

NASA's Hubble Space Telescope
Snapshots Probe the Early Universe
By Paula Cleggett-Haleim, NASA
Headquarters, Washington, D.C., Ray Villard,
Space Telescope Science Institute, Baltimore,
Maryland and Dr. John Bahcall, Institute for
Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey
January 13, 1992 — Astronomers are reporting surprising
and interesting initial results from a survey of several hundred quasars now being carried out with NASA's Hubble
Space Telescope (HST). Using HST's extremely high resolution images, this "Snapshot Survey" program has sought to
detect evidence on gravitational lensing at a level of detail not
obtainable with ground-based telescopes.
"The HST images provide unprecedented information
about the frequency of gravitational lensing by galaxies," says
Dr.John Bahcall of the Institute for Advanced Study in
Princeton, New Jersey. He adds, "These results set new constraints that cosmological models must satisfy and already
rule out some of the extreme theories."
Drs. Bahcall, Dan Maoz, Donald Schneider and Brian
Yanny,all of the Institute for Advanced Study; Rodger Doxsey, Space Telescope Science Institute (STScI); Neta
Bahcall, Princeton University Observatory; and Ofer Lahav,
Institute for Astronomy, Cambridge, England, are announcing their results today to a press conference at the 179th
meeting of the American Astronomical Society in Atlanta.
The findings set new limits on the nature and distribution of material in the universe. The results provide information on objects such as stars and galaxies that can be detected with telescopes as well as non-luminous material or
"dark matter".
Astronomers estimate that at least 90 percent of the universe consists of material that does not emit any radiation
that can be detected by current instrumentation. Although
dark matter cannot be seen directly, its existence has been
inferred from its gravitational influence on the motions of
stars in galaxies and the motions of galaxies in clusters. The
phenomenon of gravitational lensing provides a powerful
probe in the search for dark matter.
Albert Einstein was first to point out that light. like matter, should be deflected by gravitational fields. If a massive
object, such as a galaxy, lies along the line of sight to a more
distant object, the galaxy will act as a gravitational lens - the
light from the background source will be amplified, and the
observed position of the background source will be slightly
different from its true location because the light rays passing
near the galaxy have been deflected.
If the galaxy is sufficiently massive, it can bend the light
rays enough to form several images of the distant object By
carefully analyzing how a quasar's image is distorted, astronomers can gain insights into the properties of the intervening
galaxy and in favorable cases, derive some information about
the large scale structure of the universe.
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During the past 13 years, about a dozen examples of probable gravitational lenses have been discovered by ground based
telescopes. According to conventional theoretical models, approximately half of all multiple-image gravitational lenses cannot be identified from ground-based telescopes because the
separation between the images will be less than one arc second,
which is below the nominal resolution limit for ground-based
telescopes. Hubble Space Telescope routinely provides 0.1 arc
second resolution of moderately bright point sources, making
it a unique and powerful tool for searching for multiple-image
lenses.
The class of objects most likely to be multiply-imaged by
galaxies are distant. bright quasars. The survey team prepared a
list of 354 such quasars, and they began collecting data in the
summer of 1990. The program was dubbed the "Snapshot Survey" by STScI Deputy Director Peter Stockman, because it
uses HST’s Planetary Camera to take short, two-to-four-minute
exposures. Doxsey stresses that "the snapshots are taken when
there are gaps in HST’s normal science observing program,
times when the telescope would otherwise be idle."
To use the limited time available most effectively in the
scheduling gaps, the pictures are taken using only the spacecraft gyroscopes for pointing control. This eliminates the need
to acquire guide stars, saving 15precious minutes per object.
The resulting images are slightly trailed (due to spacecraft
drift) yet scientifically valuable. "More HST data has been studied in this survey than any other HST science program," says
Bahcall.
The Snapshot Survey was initiated on a trial basis with the
support of the STScI Director Dr. Riccardo Giacconi, who
made observing time available out of his Directors' Discretionary time. The mission planners at STScI developed the tech(Continued on page 4)

Hawthorn Hollow Lecture List
The desire to have club members present astronomy programs to the scouts at Hawthorn Hollow has
risen to the point where we have been asked to be there
on a monthly basis. To ease the lecture load, club
members have been divided into two groups. These
groups will alternate their scout responsibilities monthly
as detailed below.

Group 1
Jeff Bondono
Steve Hughes
Riyad Matti
Frank McCullough
Mike O'Dowd

Group 2
Ed Cressman
Bob Halsall
Scott Jorgensen
Marty Kunz
Nancy Rowe

Schedule
August 8, 1992
9:30 p.m.
September 12, 1992 9:00 p.m.
October 3, 1992
8:30 p.m.
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Group 2
Group 1
Group 2
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Snapshot Survey...

Compton Observatory Detects
Active Galaxies
By Michael Braukus, Headquarters,
Washington, D.C. and Randee Exler, Goddard
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland

(Continued from page 3)

niques necessary to schedule these observations without affecting
the primary science projects. The success of this survey has led to
the adoption of this technique for other scientific programs, several of which were proposed for future HST observations.
The one Snapshot Survey gravitational lens candidate,
1208+101, may prove to be a very valuable scientific find. The
picture of 1208+101, obtained in July 1991, shows that the quasar
appears to be split into two and possibly three images. This result
is particularly interesting because, says Schneider, "Not only does
this quasar have a very large redshift, but the image separations
are all less than half an arc second."
Many of the Snapshot Survey quasars have been studied previously with ground-based telescopes. These observations indicated that several quasars might contain multiple images separated by
one arc second or less. To date only one such previously published candidate image has been detected in the Snapshot Survey;
the HST picture does not show any evidence for a second image.
"Of the approximately 300 quasars analyzed, only one object appears likely to be a gravitational lens," says Maoz.
On December 23, another Planetary Camera picture of the
candidate was taken, this time with precise pointing and guiding.
The new data confirm that the quasar consists of at least two images.
Scientists do not know at this time if this is a case of gravitational lensing or whether the faint image is simply a star in our
galaxy that just happens to be projected along the line of sight to
the quasar. If the fainter image is that of the quasar, then the astronomers have made an important discovery, for this would be
the most distant known example of gravitational lensing and thus,
an excellent probe of the matter between Earth and the quasar. A
description of the Snapshot observation of 1208+101 will appear
in the February issue of The Astrophysical Journal Letters.
Bahcall says that scheduled HST observations of 1208+101
should settle the issue, and the astronomers are eagerly awaiting
the outcome. Bahcall explains that in science, truth ultimately
depends upon nature, not people. We don't know if this is an
important discovery or just a chance coincidence. Only observations next week will tell."
Snapshot Survey observations continue to be taken, and the
results will take months more to analyze. The HST data may ultimately provide new and unexpected insights into the early universe. Bahcall cautions, however, that the Snapshot Survey will
not offer insights into competing Big Bang models. "The results
tell us about the denizens of the universe but not how they got
there.


April 8, 1992 - NASA's Compton Gamma Ray Observatory has made the first detection of high-energy gamma rays
from a class of active galaxies similar to quasars. The observations, made by the Energetic Gamma Ray Experiment
Telescope (EGRET), suggest that high-energy gamma radiation provides a substantial contribution to the objects' overall luminosity.
These active galaxies are called BL Lacertae objects, a
type of "quasar-like" object that emits vast but varying
amounts of energy. The candidate objects are in the constellations Ursa Major, Pictor and Camelopardalis. They are
designated as MK 421,0537-441 and 0716+714, respectively.
These new gamma-ray results support the hypothesis
that BL Lacertae objects, like quasars, may be powered by
supermassive black holes. The detection of these high energy gamma rays also provides another piece of evidence suggesting their similarity to quasars and adds important new
insight into understanding the nature of BL Lacertae objects.
The EGRET science team previously reported detection
of high energy gamma rays from six quasars. The most intense, called 3C 279, registered a total high-energy gamma
ray emission more than 10- to 100-million times that of the
Milky Way galaxy.
EGRET, one of four instruments aboard the Compton
Observatory, was assembled in-house by the Goddard
Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland. The U.S. Principal Investigator for EGRET is Dr. Carl Fichtel of NASA's
Goddard Space Flight Center. Co-principal investigators for
EGRET are Dr. Carl Fichtel, of Goddard, and Dr. Klaus
Pinkau, Max Planck Institute for Extraterrestrial Physics,
Garching, Germany. EGRET is the joint effort by scientists
and engineers at Goddard; Stanford University, California;
Max Planck Institute and Grumman Aerospace Corp.,
Bethpage, New York.
The second of NASA's Great Observatories, the Compton Observatory was launched April 5, 1991, by the Space
Shuttle Atlantis to study high-energy radiation from space.
The Compton Observatory is managed and operated by
Goddard for NASA's Office of Space Science and Applications, Washington, D.C.


Correction
In last month's article, Catch a Comet, Comet Shoemaker-Levy (1991al) (At the Telescope, page 7), the WASP incorrectly
reported the source for Comet Shoemaker-levy's orbital elements. While the figures used to generate the chart of the comet's
path were correct, they were not from the June 1992 Computer Chatter column as reported. (That article presented elements
for Comet Tanaka-Machholz (1992d).) The actual source for the Comet Shoemaker-Levy (1991al) orbital elements was Comet
Watch. These values are presented below for anyone interested. We regret any confusion caused by this error.
T: 1992 Ju1 23.76
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NASA's Hubble Finds New
Evidence for Massive Black Holes
By Paula Cleggett-Haleim, Headquarters,
Washington, D.C.; Ray Villard, Space
Telescope Science Institute, Baltimore,
Maryland; Dr. Tod Lauer, National Optical
Astronomy Observatories, Tucson, Arizona
and Dr. Sandra Faber, University of
California, Santa Cruz
April 8, 1992 — Astronomers report that they have found
new evidence that a black hole, weighing three million times
the mass of the Sun, exists at the center of the nearby elliptical galaxy M32, based on images obtained with NASA's Hubble Space Telescope (HST). The images show that the stars
in M32 become extremely concentrated toward the nucleus.
This central structure resembles the gravitational
"signature" of a massive black hole. The presence of a black
hole in an ordinary galaxy like M32 may mean that inactive
black holes are common to the centers of galaxies. The new
HST images show that M32 is an interesting "laboratory" for
testing theories of the formation of massive black holes.
This result is based on image analysis conducted by Dr.
Tod R. Lauer of the National Optical Astronomy Observatories, Tuscon, Arizona, Dr. Sandra M. Faber of the University
of California, Santa Cruz, and other members of the HST
Wide Field / Planetary Camera (WFPC) Imaging Team.
M32 is quite small and compact as elliptical galaxies go,
containing about 400 million stars within a diameter of only
1,000 light-years. At a distance of 2.3 million light-years, M32
(the 32nd object in a catalog of non-stellar objects compiled
by French astronomer Charles Messier in 1774) is one of the
closest neighbors to the Milky Way galaxy.
M32 is a satellite of the great spiral galaxy in Andromeda
M31, which dominates the small group of galaxies of which
the Milky Way is a member. M31 can be seen with the naked
eye as a spindle-shaped "cloud" the width of the full moon,
and its small companion M32 can be seen with a small telescope.
M32 has been among the best candidates for a galaxy
with a massive central black hole. This was first proposed in
1987by Dr. John L. Tonry of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, and independently by Dr. Alan
Dressler of the Observatories of the Carnegie Institution,
Washington, and by Dr. Douglas O. Richstone of the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
Their observations, made with ground-based telescopes,
showed an abrupt increase in the orbital velocities of stars
towards the center of M32. This data led the astronomers to
conclude that M32 must have a strong but unseen concentration of mass at its center. A black hole at least several million
times the mass of the Sun is the most likely type of object
matching these characteristics.
Ground-based images, however, do not have enough
resolution to detect the effects of a massive black hole on the
structure of M32. The HST images analyzed by Lauer. Faber
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and co-investigators on the WFPC imaging team now show
the nucleus of M32 in clear detail.
They find that the density of stars in the nucleus of M32
appears to increase steadily towards the center, with no sign
of leveling off. These results are very similar to the predictions for what a massive black hole should do to the central
structure of a galaxy.
"This is the densest stellar system known to astronomers,"
says Lauer. "The density of stars at the center of M32 may be
over 100 million times greater than the distribution of stars in
the neighborhood of the Sun. A visitor to a planet at the center of M32 would see a starry night sky so saturated with stars
that their combined light would be brighter than 100 full
moons. The night would never get darker than mid-twilight
on the Earth, and one could even read a newspaper by starlight."
To date, HST has uncovered the gravitational signature
of a black hole in one other galaxy, the giant elliptical galaxy
called M87. Both M32 and M87 have a distinctive central
concentration of starlight called a "cusp." These two galaxies
are quite different, though, in that the black hole proposed
for M32 is roughly 1,()()()times smaller than the black hole
that might exist at the heart of M87.
Although M32 is about 20 times closer to the Earth than
M87, its much smaller black hole means that the brightness
cusp also is much smaller and is close to HST's resolution
limits. Unlike M87, M32 lacks any form of nuclear activity,
which means that at present the black hole would not be accreting significant amounts of matter. This result also raises
the possibility that small inactive black holes are common to
the centers of galaxies.
Because the region dominated by the black hole is so
small, Lauer and Faber also considered the possibility that no
black hole is present. Instead, the star density might level off
just beyond the resolution limits of HST. If this were the case
for M32, it would force the researchers to conclude that the
center of M32 is unstable and vulnerable to collapse.
A black hole at the center of M32 would have the paradoxical effect of stabilizing the galaxy's nucleus. That's because the stars orbit so rapidly around the black hole, they
move past each other too quickly to gravitationally capture
each other or collide. The black hole thus keeps the center of
a galaxy "stirred up."
In the absence of a black hole, however, the stars would
move slowly enough to attract each other gravitationally. Collisions between stars become much more frequent, and heavier slower moving stars sink to the center of the galaxy causing
it to collapse.
The fate of the collapsing core is uncertain. One possibility is that binary stars formed during the collapse would provide enough kinetic energy to halt the collapse by transferring
momentum to single stars. This would make the core rebound, like a rubber ball that has been squeezed and then
relaxed.
An alternative possibility is that runaway merging of stars
would occur during core collapse, leading to the formation of
a black hole in any case. If so, this would rule out alternative
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Massive Black Holes...
(Continued from page 5)

explanations that don't require a black hole.
If the core is really unstable, the researchers would expect to find evidence of merged and captured stars called
"blue stragglers" (HST has in fact uncovered such stars at the
core of a globular cluster, a much smaller aggregate of stars
than M32). The shape of the starlight distribution at the core
would also be different from that which HST detects.
The Hubble images instead show that the population of
stars in the nucleus is the same as that further out in the galaxy, and that the shape of M32 remains constant into the
center. This means that a core collapse has not recently occurred.
At the present time, astrophysical theories are not sophisticated enough to say whether or not M32 would have to
evolve to make a central black hole, but do raise this. as an
intriguing possibility. The new HST observations thus identify M32 as an interesting "laboratory" where astronomers can
test theories of massive black hole formation.
The search for super massive black holes in the cores of
galaxies is one of the primary missions of NASA's Hubble
Space Telescope. By investigating both active and quiescent
galaxies, astronomers will have a better idea of the conditions
and events which lead to the formation and growth of supermassive black holes.
The Space Telescope Science Institute is operated by
the Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy,
Inc., for NASA, under contract with the Goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland. The Hubble Space Telescope is a project of international cooperation between
NASA and the European Space Agency.


NASA Announces Plans for Small
Planetary Missions
By Donald L. Savage, Headquarters,
Washington, D.C.
May 8, 1992 — NASA today delivered a report to the U.S.
Senate outlining a shift in emphasis towards smaller, lower cost
and more frequent planetary missions. The Small Planetary
Mission Plan, which was requested by the Senate Committee on
Appropriations, Subcommittee on VA, HUD and Independent
Agencies chaired by Sen. Barbara Mikulski (D-Md.), describes
two proposed missions that NASA has selected for preliminary
studies leading to launches in 1996and 1998.
The two missions, pan of the Discovery program, are the
Mars Environmental Survey (MESUR) Pathfinder, planned for
launch in 1996, and the Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous
(NEAR), planned for a 1998 launch. Phase A studies of the
MESUR Pathfinder mission have been awarded to NASA's Jet
Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California (JPL). The Applied Physics Laboratory of Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland (APL), has been awarded Phase A studies of
the NEAR mission.
"We're very excited about this plan," said Dr. Wesley T.
Huntress, Jr., Director of NASA's Solar System Exploration
Division. "It will enable more opportunities for planetary explo6

ration without a large budget impact. It will allow us to more
effectively take advantage of emerging technology and to quickly
- and relatively cheaply - undertake new missions of discovery.
A significant benefit will be increased student involvement because the shorter project time-frames fit nicely with most academic degree programs."
According to the report, the plan emphasizes a recent
change in the character of NASA's Solar System Exploration
Division's programs. Most planetary missions of the past two
decades have involved relatively large spacecraft with broad
science goals. There have been only a few such missions per
decade. The new, less expensive projects can be launched more
often, affording timely new opportunities to many investigators
and institutions. They also can fill in gaps in the planetary exploration program and revitalize educational interest in planetary
science.
Small planetary missions, described in the report as the
centerpiece of NASA's new planetary programs for the 1990's,
are designed to proceed from definition to flight in less than
three years, combining well-defined objectives, proven instruments and flight systems, strict cost limits and acceptance of a
greater level of risk. Most will be implemented by teams including substantial academic representation.
The Discovery missions will be modeled on existing Explorer and Earth Probe programs, with each mission costing no
more than $150 million. The first Discovery mission, MESUR
Pathfinder, is envisioned as a technical demonstration and validation flight for the MESUR program, scheduled to begin in
1999. The MESUR program calls for building a network of
about 16 small automated surface stations widely scattered
around Mars to study the planet's internal structure, meteorology and local surface properties.
NASA is studying the possibility of including a prototype of
a Mars micro-rover on the MESUR Pathfinder lander. The
micro-rover, currently under joint development by the Solar
System Exploration Division and NASA's Office of Aeronautics
and Space Technology, would carry a camera and one or two
additional scientific instruments. The lander also may include
instruments provided by NASA's Office of Exploration to
search for subsurface ice and to measure soil toxicity.
A second concept under study, NEAR, would spend up to
a year station-keeping with a near-Earth asteroid. The NEAR
spacecraft, probably carrying only three instruments, would
assess the asteroid's mass, size, density and spin rate, map its
surface topography and composition, determine its internal
properties and study its interaction with the interplanetary environment.
Other candidate Discovery missions listed in the report
include a Venus atmospheric probe, Earth-orbiting planetary
telescopes, multiple asteroid / comet flybys and comet reconnaissance missions, a Mars orbiter to study the planet's upper
atmosphere and missions to Mars's moons.
Also included in the report to the Senate is the first phase
of a program called Toward Other Planetary Systems (TOPSO), consisting of ground-based observations to search for, identify and examine Jupiter-sized planets around other stars within
50 light-years of Earth. The TOPS-O plan includes development of a second 10-meter telescope at the Keck Observatory
in Hawaii and enhanced instrumentation.
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At the Telescope

Variable Stars
Most stars shine with constant brightness, However, a
number of stars change their light output over time for various
reasons and are therefore known as variable stars. These stars
can change their brightness either regularly, irregularly or
explosively. There are numerous subclasses of variables
among these categories.
Variable stars can change brightness from a few tenths of
a magnitude to up to 10 magnitudes or more. Regular
(periodic) variables can repeat their cycle anywhere from every few hours to up to several years.
Use these star charts to find some variable stars, At right
isa detailed chart showing enough stars to "star-hop" to the
variables. Inset is a low-scale chart showing the general region
of sky. The detailed chart shows the registered magnitude
range for the variable, followed with the period of its cycle in
days. Variables without a regular cycle are listed as "Irr." Use
nearby stars to make your own estimate of magnitude for the
variable
Happy viewing
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Warren Astronomical Society Calendar 1992
Sunday Afternoons
Saturday
August 1
August 5
Thursday
August 6
August 7-9

9:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.

Saturday

August 8

9:30 p.m.

Thursday
Thursday

August 20
August 27
August 28-29

7:30 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

September 11-12 8:30 p.m.
& 18-19

September 25-26
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Solar Group at Ed Cressman's house when the weather is clear.
Hawthorn Hollow Star Party.
Board Meeting at Jeff Bandana's house.
General meeting at Cranbrook Institute of Science.
Southern Michigan Universal Regional Festival of Stargazers near
Clare, Michigan. Register by July 17. Contact: Richard Walker. 1220
Merkle Street, Ortonville, MI 48462; (313) 627-9524.
Hawthorn Hollow Girl Scout Astronomy Lecture. Given by Group
2. (See Hawthorn Hollow Lecture List on page 3.) Bring telescopes.
Contact Jeff Bondono for details.
Business meeting at Macomb Community College.
Computer Group meeting at Gary Gathen’s house.
Southeastern Michigan Star Party through Eastern Michigan University. Register by August 21. Contact: Kevin Dehne. 39576 Ronayton,
Novi, MI 48377; (313) 347-5844.
Open House at the 24-inch observatory of Michigan State University
(East Lansing). For further information contact Kim Dyer. Hidden
Hollow '92 / GreatCon '92. Register by September 5.

Hidden Hollow '92 / GreatCon '92. Register by September
5. Contact: Hidden Hollow '92, P.O. Box 653, Ashland,
OH 44805
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